The reports in the Banner Tuition Information folders were developed prior to the 2021 Budget Model. Unless otherwise noted, they calculate E&G for all students taking classes in that college or department, regardless of any manual journal entries that may move money to a different unit later. E&G is Gross Tuition less Exemptions less Board Mandated Fees. E&G represents the spendable portion of students’ tuition dollars.

Report totals will fluctuate throughout the semester due to changes in students’ schedules, residency, etc.

The 'History Date' or 'As of Date' represents the date the information fed to Data Warehouse. For example, if you are reporting as of June 30, use a July 1 'History' or 'As of' Date.

**USC Banner > Accounts Receivable > Banner Tuition Information**

**Summer Tuition Summary**
This report is used to transfer summer tuition to units. It excludes revenue for special populations such as Palmetto Programs students, Shorelight students, etc. Report divides E&G between students that have $0 balance and students with a balance less than $0. Only E&G associated with students that have a $0 balance will be transferred.

**Level 1 Campus Summary Report**
These reports calculate E&G for each student and course and then summarize it at the level of campus and college. Reports are calculated based on the campus and college that offered the specific courses.

**Level 2 Department Summary**
These reports calculate E&G for each student and course and then summarize it at the level of campus, college, and department. Reports are calculated based on the campus and college that offered the specific courses.

**Level 3 Department Course Drill**
These reports calculate E&G for each student and course and then summarize it at the level of department and course. Reports are calculated based on the campus and college that offered the specific courses.

**Level 4a Course Drill**
These reports calculate E&G for each student and course and then summarize it at the level of course and instructor. Reports are calculated based on the campus and college that offered the specific courses.

**Level 4b - Instructor Drill**
These reports calculate E&G for each student and course and then summarize it at the level of instructor and course. Reports are calculated based on the campus and college that offered the specific courses.
Level 5 - Course/Section Drill
These reports calculate E&G for each student and course and then summarize it at the level of department, course, and section. Reports are calculated based on the campus and college that offered the specific courses.

Level 6 Student Detail
These reports calculate E&G for each student and course section. Reports are calculated based on the campus and college that offered the specific courses.

Student Courses and Fees Detail Report
For courses with section or lab fees associated with them, this report lists those fees, the student charged, and the course associated with the fee. This information can be loaded to a pivot table and summarized as needed.

Tuition by Date and Time
This report summarizes E&G based on the day when classes meet. If a class has multiple meeting days, the E&G is divided equally amongst all meeting times. If no day is specified in Banner, it is classified as ‘Day not Specified – E&G’.

Tuition by Instructional Method
This report summarizes E&G by course instructional method.

Tuition by Location
This report summarizes E&G by class location. If a class has multiple meeting locations, the E&G is divided equally amongst all locations. If no day is specified in Banner, it is classified as ‘Not Specified’.

Tuition by Class_Population
Developed for the Budget Office to present E&G by student classification and population.

Tuition by Professor
Developed for the Budget Office to present E&G by Instructor and Course.

Tuition by College Program and Major
These reports present E&G based on student academic information, as opposed to other reports that present E&G based on the college that offers the course.

Tuition by Major
Developed for the Budget Office to present E&G by major.

Tuition Distribution Details Campus Business Managers
Detail for all the other reports in the Banner Tuition Information folder.

Tuition Reports with Balance Information
This report is intended to reconcile the Summer Tuition Summary report with the other reports in the Banner Tuition Information folder. These reports include both the ‘Course College’ on which most reports are based and the ‘Custom College’ on which the Summer report is based.
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